A NEW VISION FOR
LONG-TERM
OCULAR HEALTH

DESIGNED BY DATA.
DESIGNED TO FIT.
DESIGNED FOR LIFE
Empowering Practitioners to design view changes and place orders with the **click of a button**…

- Make real-time quadrant-specific changes
- Modify haptics, sagittal height, and base curve independently for more accurate endpoints
- View graphical representation of the design and any changes you make
- Track the progress of your fit
- Issue scleral lens Rx

Empowering Practice Staff to track patient accounts and orders with the **click of a button**…

- Easily track the end of 90-day fitting period with unlimited exchanges
- Track status of lens orders and real-time shipment tracking information
- Order replacement lenses
- View and print patient invoices
- Make secure payments

FitConnect™

Offers practitioners and practice staff:
- Increased practice efficiency
- Ability to manage all of your patients’ orders and fit exchange periods in one place
- Real-time design modifications

Putting the power of BostonSight SCLERAL lens design into your hands with an intuitive, web-based fitting and order management system with no additional fees.
FIRST TO LAUNCH AND ALLOW CLINICIANS TO SEE
REAL-TIME QUADRANT-SPECIFIC CHANGES WITH GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS

Modify each quadrant as needed

Modify Sag as needed
  • Central Clearance

Modify Base Curve as needed
  • Peripheral corneal clearance into limbal area
  • FitConnect™ will show you the changes in microns
Complimentary Features:

PeerMed™ A HIPPA-compliant interactive platform provides consults to improve efficiency in your fitting process.

Eaglet Eye ESP Provides practitioners enhanced fitting capabilities with its advanced ocular measuring device that enables precise eye surface profiling. Eaglet Eye’s ESP incorporated BostonSight SCLERAL into their algorithm.

Patient-Generated Feedback:

- Practitioners receive individual patient results reports.
- Patients receive a complimentary scleral lens emergency kit for their participation.

Ongoing Assistance Program:

FitAssist™ Provides free vouchers that enable you to support patients with financial barriers:
- Consistent with our not-for-profit mission, FitAssist reduces financial barriers for patients. Practices receive a voucher for every 12 patients fit.